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See also Huawei References External links DC-Unlocker website DC-Unlocker website Category:Free software Category:Information technology companies of France♫ Chorus ♫ Imagine, if you will, an ever-growing empire, way out there beyond the stars. It's a great realm, filled with hope and dreams. Except for one thing: the people there don't speak a word of English. If we can only communicate with them in their own language,
all hope seems to fade from a once-great empire. No, there's got to be a way to bridge the gap, to unite the people of a land that looks like ours, to make them understand us so they can share in a wealth of culture. DOT! Dot! In the dark depths of space travel, a discovery has been made that might change everything about our lives, our universe, and even the fate of our great empire. [♫ Chorus ♫] [♫ Instrumental ♫] - It's time to fly.
[♫ Fading ♫] - Now, who should we call? [♫ Fading ♫] - A spaceship in orbit around the home planet? - That's the direction we should travel. - The answer must be under the orbit. - This seems to be the right answer. [♫ Fading ♫] The spaceship is big and shiny. - Gather your gear. - There's a lot to gather in this spaceship. - [♫ Instrumental ♫] We can do it! We can do it. - [♫ Chorus ♫] It's time to fly. - The dangerous days of space

travel are over and the day has come to discover the secrets of other worlds. - We can do it. - The answer must be under the orbit. - This seems to be the right answer. - [♫ Instrumental ♫] - [♫ SINGING ♫] - [♫ Song fades ♫] [♫ Song fades, then a guitar plays softly ♫] Look at some of the
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